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The crowdsourcing of metadata to expose and promote hidden collections is a significant and growing 
development in libraries, archives and museums, and offers hitherto unparalleled mass-collaborative 
potential for digital humanities projects. Originating from the field of citizen science, the online 
Zooniverse platform has been successfully utilized for this purpose by institutions including the Imperial 
War Museum, the Folger and the Huntington. This session presents recently published original research1 
in order to analyze and explain the automated quality control features of this major metadata 
crowdsourcing digital platform. The results, it is argued, are truly revolutionary. We conclude with a brief 
description of the ‘Project Builder’ feature which enables other institutions – and perhaps even yours – to 
create new experimental projects aimed at exposing hidden collections via the online crowdsourcing of 
robust, reliable and accurate metadata. 
1 Barber, S.T. (2018). The Zooniverse is expanding: crowdsourced solutions to the hidden collections 
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